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Abstract-h improvement over an earlier feasible directions minimization algorithm is pre- 
sented. In a certain sense the new feasible descent cone algorithm is shown to be a generalization 
of Rosen’s gradient projection method. The algorithm is evaluated for linear programming test 
problems, and promising results are obtained for random problems and problems involving weight 
minimization of plane trusses. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Introduced in 1960, the gradient projection method of Rosen [1,2] remains an important theoret- 
ical cornerstone for constrained nonlinear programming. Although no positive computer results 
were reported for the original algorithm, the underlying ideas were implemented in more effi- 
cient algorithms [3]. More recently, interest in the gradient projection method was revived when 
convergence proofs for linearly constrained problems were published [4,5]. 

The aim of this paper is to present a generalization of Rosen’s gradient projection method 
for linearly constrained problems. The new algorithm is called a Feasible Descent Cone (FDC) 
method, and is an extension of the linear programming (LP) algorithm presented by Snyman 
in [6]. The e$ension is done by following strategies analogous to those employed in the method 
of Rosen. The resulting algorithm gives a scheme for generating feasible search directions, and 
it is shown that the search directions of the gradient projection method constitute a special case 
of this new scheme. The FDC algorithm has the advantage that the feasible search directions 
may be chosen to traverse either the interior or the boundary of the feasible polytope. This 
is in principle an advantage over strictly boundary following methods such as Rosen’s method. 
Promising computational results are obtained for randomly generated LP problems and for some 
LP problems involving the weight minimization of plane trusses. 

Although the FDC method is presented here as a LP algorithm, it may readily be extended to 
nonlinear programs. Snyman and Stander (71 applied a simplified version of the FDC direction 
finding map successfully to nonlinear programming problems in structural optimization. More- 
over, feasible direction methods have in the past been incorporated into hybrid methods, e.g., 
into the simplex [8] framework, like the method of Zangwill [9]. An evaluation of some of these 
algorithms is given in [lo]. It is therefore hoped that the ideas presented here will find a broader 
field of application than LP, where recent research have been dominated by polynomial-time 
algorithms since the publication of Karmarkar’s algorithm [ll] in 1984. For a review of recent 
developments in the latter field the reader is referred to Roos [12]. 
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2. THE LP PROBLEM 

We formulate the FDC algorithm for the linear programming case. Once the algorithm for 

LP is established, the theoretical extension to nonlinear objective functions is done by simply 

following the analogy with Rosen’s method. The LP problem is given as 

minimize cTx, (1) 

subject to 

and 

(ai)Tx=bi, i=1,2 ,..., ~,EI (2) 

(aj)TxIbj, i=n,+l,..., n,+niEJ, (3) 

where c, x, ai E Iw”, bi E IR, I and J are sets of indices, the superscript T denotes the transpose 

and n, and ni represent the number of equality and inequality constraints, respectively. The 

constraints (2) and (3) d e fi ne a feasible polytope. We assume every feasible point to be a regular 

point. 

3. METHODS OF FEASIBLE DIRECTIONS 

Like Rosen’s method, the FDC algorithm falls in the class of feasible direction methods. Al- 

gorithms in this class proceed from a feasible point xk to a new feasible point xk+’ by taking a 

nonzero step in a search direction s, i.e., 

xk+’ = xk + hs, 

where h > 0 is the step length. Such a step represents one iteration of the algorithm. If 

cTxk+’ < cTxk, then s is called a feasible descent direction. In stating the conditions for feasible 

search directions, we will use notation similar to that normally used in describing Rosen’s method 

in order to draw the parallel between Rosen’s method and the new method throughout. 

DEFINITION 1. The working set W(x”) at the current feasible point xk is defined as the index 

set of the m constraints (m 5 n - 1) that are used in calculating the search direction from xk. 

This set will always contain the set I of equality constraints. 

In Rosen’s method, W(xk) is the set of constraints which are active at xk. We assume, without 

loss of generality, that the m - n, inequality constraints in W(x”) correspond to the constraints 

numberedn,+l,...,min J. 

DEFINITION 2. Ak is the m x n matrix with rows given by the gradients of the m constraints 

in W(x”). In other words, the row vectors are given by (ai)T with i E W(x”). 

The conditions for feasible search directions can now be stated as follows [13]: Given a current 

feasible point xk with working set W(xk) and associated matrix A”, a search direction s is 

feasible provided 
(ai)Ts = 0, i E W(x”) n I (4) 

and 
(ai)Ts 5 0, i E W(xk) n J and (ai)Txk = bi. (5) 

The conditions (4) and (5) ensure that a nonzero step may be taken from xk in the direction 
of s without violating the active constraints in W(xk). The method of Rosen uses the feasible 

descent direction given by the orthogonal projection of the steepest descent direction onto the 
null space of A’“, denoted by N(A’). In this case s is given by [l] 

s = -[I - (Ak)T[Ak(Ak)T]-‘Ak] c. 

This search direction satisfies Aks = 0 and therefore also satisfies (4) and (5). 

(6) 
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4. SEARCH DIRECTIONS OF THE NEW METHOD 

As before, let W(x”) be the working set at the current feasible point xk, with A” the associated 

matrix. Using the notation of Snyman [6], we define p1 = -c/]]c]] and pi = -ai-l/llai-lll, 

i=2,..., m + 1, where ai (i = 1,. . . , m) are the m rows of Ak. The new method requires that 

the search direction s from xk satisfies 

and 

where 

(pi+l)Ts = 0, i = 1,2,. . . ) 71, 

(P’+‘)~s = ei+i 2 0, i=O,n,+l,n,+2 ,..., m, 

m+l 
s= c 7i Pi. 

i=l 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Note that conditions (7) and (8) ensure satisfaction of the feasible direction conditions (4) and (5) 

if W(xk) includes the set of active constraints at x Ic. The choice ei > 0 ensures descent. Utilizing 

expression (9), the equations (7) and (8) may be combined as a single matrix equation 

(PYTP2 ... (pl)Tpm+’ 71 

(P2)TP2 . . . (p2)Tpm+’ Y2 : I[:1 = . . (pm++pl (pm+l)Tp2 . . . (pm++pm+~ ’ 
^Im+l 

or 
Pkr = e, 

el 
0 

0 

en,+2 

with ei > 0 and ej+i > 0, Vj E J. Without loss of generality, we choose ei constant throughout 

as el = 1. Snyman [6] used ei = 0, which results in a projection of s onto the plane of constant 

function value at the current feasible point. This is an unnecessary restriction and does not allow 

a descent step. 
The zeros in the vector e in (10) correspond to the equality constraints contained in W(xk). 

Note that P” is associated with W(xk). Given W(x”), the new search direction s can in principle 

be obtained by solving for y in (10) if P” is nonsingular, and by subsequently using (9) to 

give s. Alternative, equivalent formulae for s will be derived later for the purposes of numerical 

computation. 

5. ASSEMBLY OF THE WORKING SET 

The idea behind the new method, and with Rosen’s method, is to systematically assemble 

working sets of constraints until an optimal set of active constraints has been identified and 

the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are satisfied. The new method starts at a feasible point x0 with 

the initial working set W(x”) = I. The method subsequently generates a sequence of points 

xk (Ic = 1,2,. . .) with associated working sets W(x”). Initially, a feasible search direction s is 

generated at x0, by using (10) and (9), and a step is taken in the direction of s until the nearest 

constraint is met at x1. This constraint is now added to W(x’) to give W(x’). This process is 
repeated to generate further points in the sequence. A new search direction from a general xk 
can be computed each time using (10) and (9) p rovided the matrix P” remains nonsingular and 

W(xk) contains fewer than n constraints. Note that all the inequality constraints contained in 

W(xk) are not necessarily active at x k. If W(xk) contains n constraints with A” of full rank, 
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the vertex of intersection of these constraints is found. The algorithm then proceeds from this 

vertex if it is feasible and improving but not optimal. Strategies to deal with singularity of Pk 

will be discussed later. It is insightful, however, to first explore the relation between the search 

directions of the new method and those of Rosen’s method. 

6. INTERPRETATION OF THE SEARCH DIRECTIONS 

Assume that W(x”) is given and that the nonzero components of e in (10) are chosen from 

the interval [0, 11. The set of search directions given by (9) and (10) for all possible choices of e 

from this interval now define a cone of feasible descent directions, provided that the set of active 

constraints is contained in W(x”). In general, only the last encountered constraint will be active. 

This guarantees feasibility of the next search direction by (8), since W(x’) will then contain the 

only active inequality constraint. If this assumption does not hold true, however, the working set 

can be replaced by the set of active constraints at xk. 

If the nonzero components are chosen as equal to 1, the search direction is the centreline of 

the feasible cone. Conversely, if all the components of e except ei = 1 are chosen as zero, the 

resulting search direction s is the projected steepest descent direction (6) of Rosen’s method, as 

is shown in the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. If the vector e = [l 0 . . + OIT is used in (lo), then the search direction given by (9) 

is the orthogonal projection of -c onto the null space of A” (see (6)), under the following two 

assumptions: 

(i) The matrix A” is of full rank; 

(ii) c 4 !Y%(Ak) z row space of A”. 

PROOF. For simplicity 

following steps by 

and without loss of generality, the matrix Ak will be replaced in the 

1 
T 

=- [$... pm+l]T, 
where the ai’s are the gradients of the m working set constraints. The matrix A is row equivalent 
to Ak = [al . . . amIT and therefore has the same row space and null space. We also assume (again 

without loss of generality) that ]]c]] = 1 so that -c = p1 = -c/]]c]]. It follows from (9) that the 

direction finding map is now given by 

s = -[c, AT] y, (11) 

where 

P”r = e 

as before. The matrix Pk may be rewritten a.~ 

(PVTP1 
(P2)TP’ 

P”= . 

i . 

(P’)Tp2 . . . (p’)Tpm+l 

(P2)TP2 . . . 

. . 

(pm++pl (pm++p2 ..: (pm++pm+~ 

It follows that 
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where T = [rz ... ~~+i]~. Equation (10) now becomes 

%[ J+[ ;;;;I=[ e;:]. 

which implies that 

y1 = ei - (Ac)~+$ 

and 

yiAc + AAT = 8, 

where 6 z [ez . . . e,+ilT. Prom (14) we have 

y = (AAT)-% - Y~(AA~)-~Ac. 

Now substitute (15) into (13) to yield yi: 

[ei - (Ac)~(AA~)-%] 

” = [l - (Ac)~(AA~)-IAc] ’ 

The direction finding map in (11) may be written as 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

s = -(TIC + ATT), 

or using (15), 
s = -ylc - AT(AAT)-l[6 - ~iAc]. 

If 6 = 0, or in other words e = [lo . . . OITt then expression (17) reduces to 

s = -yi(c - AT(AAT)-SAC), 

(17) 

which is simply a constant multiple of (6). The constant yi must still be shown to be positive. 

To this end, note that if & = 0, then yi is given by 

” = [l - (Ac)~$A~)-~Ac] * (18) 

The denominator in (18) can be written ss 1 - cT(AT(AAT)-SAC], where the second term is 

the inner product of c with the orthogonal projection of c onto the row space of A, %(A). Since 

c is normalized and c $ %(A) by assumption, it follows that 

cT[AT(AAT)-iAc] I ]]c]] . ]]AT(AAT)-‘AC]] = ]]AT(AAT)-lA~]] < 1. 

The denominator in (18) is therefore positive, which in turn shows that yi > 0. The constant 

yi therefore plays no role in practice if & = 0, and is not computed in this case as s is always 

normalized. This completes the proof. I 

Theorem 1 shows that the search directions of Rosen’s method are a special case of the feasible 

descent cone directions defined by (9) and (lo)-the Rosen search directions are obtained by 

choosing the e-vector e = [lo . . . O] T in (10). The more general search directions of the new 

method are generated by using other suitable choices for e in (10). Note that (16) and (17) are 

equivalent to formulae (10) and (9) and may alternatively be used in computation. 

It is necessary to revisit the two assumptions of Theorem 1, for a new search direction cannot 

be calculated if the assumptions do not hold true: 

(i) If Ak is not of full rank, then (AAT)-’ is not defined in (15); 

(ii) If c E %(A”), th en the denominator in (16) is zero and yi is not defined. 

It is easy to show that these scenarios correspond to a singular P” matrix in (10). The two 
situations will now be discussed in turn in the next two sections, and strategies to deal with them 
will be presented. These strategies are further improvements over the algorithm of Snyman [6], 
where the algorithm is restarted from scratch each time the P” matrix becomes singular. 
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‘7. STRATEGY TO DEAL WITH c E tx(A”) 

If c E %(A”), it follows that -c = (Ak)TX for some X E Wm, called the multiplier vector. If 

all the components of X corresponding to inequality constraints are nonnegative, then W(x”+i) 

contains a potentially optimal set of constraints. In other words, if a feasible point exists where 

all the constraints in W(x”) are active, then that point is an optimal solution. If, on the other 

hand, some multipliers corresponding to inequality constraints are negative, then the constraint 

corresponding to the most negative multiplier may be discarded from the working set as in Rosen’s 

method. To ensure that the next search direction does not violate or encounter the discarded 

constraint, a restriction must be placed on the choice of e when calculating the search direction 

in the next iteration. This restriction is given by the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2. Assume -c = (Ak)TX where Ak is a (m x n) matrix with m < rt. Assume for 

convenience that X, < 0, associated with the inequality constraint (a”)Tx 5 b,, is the most 

negative of the components of the multiplier vector associated with the inequality constraints. 

If constraint m is discarded from the working set and a new search direction is calculated using 

(10) and (9) or (16) and (17), then constraint m will not be violated provided the e-vector used 

in the calculation satisfies 
m-1 

c 
ei+lXi 2 -1. 

i=n,+l 

PROOF. It is easy to show that the new search direction s is not zero. From (8), it follows that 

- cTs = el = 1, (1% 

but 

-c = (Ak)TX, 

and therefore 
- cTs = XTAks. 

Combining (19) and (20) gives 

XTAks = er = 1. 

Let A” denote the matrix obtained by dropping am from A”. From (7) and (8), 

(20) 

(21) 

-Aks = [0 . . . 0 en,+2 . . . emIT. 

Equation (21) now becomes 

m-1 

- C ei+lXi + Xm(am)Ts = 1. 
n,+l 

(22) 

Since X, < 0 and the ei+r’s are positive, equation (22) shows that (a”)Ts < 0 if 

m-1 

c ei+lh 2 -1, (23) 
i=n,+1 

which completes the proof. I 

Theorem 2 shows that the vector e in (10) can be chosen to ensure that the new search direction 

s does not lead to a violation of the discarded constraint. For example, one may choose ei+r = 0 
in (23) if Xi < 0. 
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8. STRATEGY TO DEAL WITH RANK DEFICIENCY OF A’” 

Assume that the matrix A” is not of full rank. In other words, the gradients of the constraints 
in W(x”) are linearly dependent. This possibility is unique to the new method if ej > 0 is used 
for j = 72, + 2,. . . , m + 1, and cannot arise by using the search directions of Rosen’s method, 
which have been shown to correspond to e = [lo . . . OIT. This observation, which is proved in 
the following theorem, suggests a strategy for dealing with the linear dependence of the gradients 
of the working set constraints, should it arise. 

THEOREM 3. Assume a current feasible point xk with associated working set W(x”) and that 
the matrix A” = [a’ . . . amIT is of full rank. If the choice e = [I’0 . . + OIT is used to calculate 

the next search direction, it follows from Theorem 1 that this search direction is given by 

s = -[I - (Ak)TIAk(Ak)T]-lAk]~. 

If the nearest constraint is now encountered by taking a step in the direction of s, and A” is 

updated to Ak+‘, then A”+l is also of full rank. 

PROOF. Assume that the encountered constraint is given by (am+l)Tx 1. b,+l. The matrix Ak+l 

is now given by A”+l = [a’ . . . am amflIT. Assume that A”+l is not of full rank. Since A” is of 
full rank, it follows that am+l E %(A”). But s E N(Ak) s %(A”)‘; in other words, sTam+l = 0, 
which shows that s is “parallel” to the encountered constraint plane. This contradiction completes 
the proof. I 

Theorem 3 suggests a strategy for the new method to deal with rank deficiency of A” that can 
be formulated as follows: 

(i) Drop the last encountered constraint from the working set and discard the corresponding 
row of Ak. The resulting A matrix must be of full rank. 

(ii) Calculate th e new search direction by using e = (10 . . . 0] T. This ensures that the discarded 
constraint cannot be encountered again. Note that the resulting path is not necessarily 
identical to the Rosen path, since all the constraints in W(x”) need not be active. 

9. CHOICE OF THE PARAMETER e 

If no other preferential a priori choice of e is available, and a search direction through the 
interior of the feasible polytope is required, it is natural to choose the nonzero components 
of e as equal to one. This leads to the definition elPoP1 3 [lo . . 0 1 . . . llT, where the zeros 
correspond to the equality constraints, and the l’s following the zeros correspond to the inequality 
constraints in the current working set. If the projected steepest descent direction (6) is required, 
the appropriate choice is e = [lo . . . OIT, which will be referred to as elm’. If no equality 
constraints are present, then elPoP1 can be replaced by e1 = [l . . llT. 

10. THE FINAL ALGORITHM 

We are now in the position to formalize the above ideas in a feasible descent cone algorithm. 

ALGORITHM FDC. Assume a feasible starting point x0 given. Initialize e as e = elWO-‘. If no 
equality constraints are present, replace e’-O-l by e1 in the statement of the algorithm. 

Start of cycle 

(1) Set i = 0 and W(x”) = I. Construct A0 if I is not empty. 
(2) Compute the new search direction si. If W(x”) is the empty set, then so = -c/llcll. 
(3) Move in direction si until the nearest constraint (say (aj)Tx 5 bj) is met at xi+l. 
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(4) Add constraint j to W(xi) to give W(xi+’ ) and add the row (aj)T to Ai to give 
Ai+‘. Set i = i + 1. If Ai has n rows, go to Step 8. 

(5) If e = el-O_l, then determine if Ai is of full rank: 

l If so, execute Step 6; 

0 If not, go to Step 7. 
(6) {Ai is of full rank} 

If c E R(Ai), then 

Obtain the multiplier vector X, where X = -[Ai(A”)T]-lAic. 

l If Xj > 0 Vj E W(xi) n J, then W(x”) contains a potentially optimal set of 

constraints: 

l If e = el-O, then the constraints in W(x”) are active and xi is 

optimal-STOP; 
0 If e = el-O_l, set e = el_O, x0 = xi and go to Step 1. {If the same 

working set is constructed in the next cycle, then an optimal solution 

is obtained.} 

l If Xj < 0 for some j E W(xi) n J, then discard the constraint associated 

with the most negative multiplier from W(x”) and Ai. Choose an e-vector 

that satisfies (23) and go to Step 2. 

Else {c $! %(Ai)} 
Go to Step 2. 

Endif 
(7) {Ai is not of full rank} Drop the last encountered constraint from W(xi) 

and discard the last row of Ai. Set e = e’-’ {i.e., adopt the Rosen search 

directions} and go to Step 2. 
(8) {The current working set contains n constraints} Solve for the vertex xv 

in Aix” = bi, where b” represents the right-hand side vector for the constraints 

in W(xi). If the solution process fails because rank(Ai) < n, go to Step 7. 

Obtain the multiplier vector X from A = -[(Ai)T]-l~ 

If xv is feasible and f(x”) 5 f(x’) then: 
l If Xj 2 0 Vj E W(xi) n J, then x” is optimal-STOP. 

l If Xj < 0 for some j E W(xi) n J, then discard the constraint associated 

with the most negative multiplier from W(xi) and Ai. Choose an e-vector 

that satisfies (23), set xi = x”, and go to Step 2. 

Else {x” infeasible or f(x”) > f(x")}, 
l If Xj 2 0 Vj E W(xi) n J then W(x”) contains a potentially optimal set 

of constraints. Set e = el-O, x0 = xi and go to Step 1. 

l If Xj < 0 for some j E W(xi) n J, then discard the constraint associated 

with the most negative multiplier from W(xi) and Ai. Choose an e-vector 

that satisfies (23) and go to Step 2. 

Endif 

End of cycle 

11. CALCULATION OF THE SEARCH DIRECTIONS 

Formulae (16) and (17) are used in the numerical calculation of the feasible search directions. 

This may be done economically by updating the matrix (AAT)-l in each time the working set is 

changed. This updating procedure is normally used in Rosen’s method and is described in [13]. 
The procedure shows whether or not the new matrix A remains of full rank if a constraint is 
added to the working set (Step 5 of Algorithm FDC). Furthermore, it is easy to show that the 

denominator in (16) becomes zero if c E !B(A”) (Step 6 of Algorithm FDC). More details may 
be found in [14]. 
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12. RESULTS OF COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION 

The FDC algorithm was evaluated for three classes of LP problems, which will be discussed in 
turn: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Random LP problems; 

Weight minimization of plane trusses, formulated as LP problems; and 

LP test problems from the Netlib set [15]. 

12.1. Results for Random LP Problems 

The problem under consideration is 

min 
[ 1 -&i , 

i=l 

subject to 

2 UijXj 2 10, i= l,...,m 
>=I 

and 

xj > 0, j=l ,**.,nII, 

with each aij randomly selected between 0 and 1. The most important difference between random 
and real-life LP problems is that the constraint matrices for real-life problems are usually very 
sparse, as opposed to the dense matrices of random problems. Furthermore, unlike real-life 
problems, random problems are generally not ill-conditioned or degenerate. Table 1 gives the 
performance of the FDC algorithm for random problems of various sizes as compared to the 
performance of the IMSL simplex routine DDLPRS [16]. The entries correspond to the ratio 

Average CPU time required by FDC 
r = Average CPU time required by DDLPRS ’ 

where the average is taken over a set of twenty random problems. The entries in brackets give 
the average number of iterations performed by the FDC algorithm. 

Table 1. Performance of algorithm FDC on random problems. 

It is clear from Table 1 that the FDC algorithm is superior to the simplex algorithm for entries 
sufficiently removed from the diagonal n = m. In fact, for m > n the performance of the 
FDC algorithm is significantly better. On the other hand, the FDC algorithm is slower than 
the simplex method along the diagonal, and this effect is amplified as m = n increases. These 
observations are consistent with the findings of Snyman [6], but a comparison shows that the new 
algorithm FDC is significantly faster than its predecessor. Also note that the iterations required 
for convergence by FDC increases very slowly for fixed n with increasing m. As discussed in [6], 
this is an indication of suitability for parallel implementation. 
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Finally, it is important to note that the algorithm FDC proved to be a robust algorithm- 

hundreds of random problems were solved to compile Table 1 and the FDC algorithm never 

failed to terminate at the optimal solution. Unfortunately, the random problems are of limited 

importance, but the performance of FDC on this class of problems is nevertheless encouraging. 

12.2. Results for Truss Problems 

The test problems in this section involve the weight minimization of plane trusses, formulated 

as LP problems. A description of the problems as well as a problem generator is available from 

Netlib. Four different trusses of increasing size were examined. These trusses have two fixed 

base nodes supporting stacked rows of eleven nodes each. Further details may be found in [14]. 

Table 2. Performance of FDC algorithm on truss problems. 

Table 2 gives the results for the trusses with 2-5 rows of free nodes. The first column gives the 

number of free nodes for the problem under consideration. The columns marked n and m give the 

number of variables and constraints of the dual minimization problem respectively. The next two 

columns give the CPU times required by the FDC algorithm and the simplex algorithm DDLPRS 

respectively, and the column marked ‘ratio’ gives the ratio of the two CPU times. The ratio is 

defined as in the previous section. The final column gives the number of iterations performed by 

the FDC algorithm to obtain convergence-the FDC algorithm terminated at an optimal solution 

for each of the problems in Table 2. 

It should be noted that the primal problem was solved by the simplex method DDLPRS to 

obtain the entries in Table 2, whereas the dual problem was solved by FDC. The dual problem 

was solved, since the results for the random problems showed that the FDC algorithm generally 

performs better if m > n, which is the case here for the dual problem. 

The FDC algorithm is slower than the simplex algorithm for the problems in Table 2, but is 

not overshadowed, although the relative performance of the FDC algorithm deteriorates slightly 

with increasing problem size. Once again, the FDC algorithm terminated at an optimal solution 

for each problem. The overall performance of FDC on the truss problems is therefore robust 

and fairly competitive. Moreover, the existing computer implementation of the algorithm can no 

doubt be made more efficient. 

12.3. Results for the Netlib Test Problems 

Finally, six of the smaller problems from the Netlib test set were used as test problems for the 

FDC algorithm. Table 3 gives information on the problems as well as the performances of both 

the FDC and DDLPRS codes. 

Table 1. Performance of the FDC algorithm on Netlib problems. 
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The column marked ‘Nonzero’ gives the number of nonzero entries in the constraint matrix, 
and the column ‘No. eq.’ gives the number of equality constraints for the respective problems. 
The column ‘FDC iter.’ gives the number of iterations performed by the FDC method to obtain 
convergence. 

The first observation from Table 3 is that the FDC algorithm only solved four of the six 
problems successfully. The FDC algorithm terminated at the optimal solution for the first three 
problems in the table, but not for the problem Share2b, where slow asymptotic convergence took 
place. The algorithm failed for the problem Blend, where no progress was made beyond the 
degenerate point (0 . . . OIT. The algorithm also failed for the problem Stocfori, where repeated 
ill-conditioning of the matrix (AAT)-’ prevented normal execution. 

In defense of the FDC algorithm, one must note that it is competitive with the simplex method 
for the problems where no ill-conditioning was encountered, namely Af iro and SclO5. Some ill- 
conditioning was found for the problem Adlittle, but this did not prevent termination at the 
optimal solution. However, more sophisticated numerical implementation may well overcome the 
current difficulties with ill-conditioning. 

13. CONCLUSION 

The original interior feasible direction method of Snyman has been improved to allow for search 
directions within a feasible descent cone at each iteration. Theoretical analysis of the modified 
method shows that it is a generalization of Rosen’s classic gradient projection method. The more 
general method allows for descent steps to be taken through the interior as well as along the 
boundary of the feasible polytope. This is in contrast to Rosen’s method where, except for the 
first iteration, all steps are restricted to the boundary. The FDC method, therefore, has the 
potential for taking large steps through the interior with resultant fast convergence. 

The FDC method outperforms Snyman’s original method when applied to random problems. 
For the latter problems, the numerical results also indicate that the new method is consistently 
superior to the simplex method in the case where the number of constraints is much greater 
than the number of variables. Moreover, the new method is robust and does well on real- 
life LP problems involving weight minimization of plane trusses. Considering that one may 
reasonably expect future improvements in the efficiency of implementation of the FDC method, 
the performance of the current version on truss problems is surprisingly competitive. In contrast, 
the performance on the challenging small Netlib problems is relatively disappointing, where the 
method fails to solve two of the more ill-conditioned problems. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the potential of the FDC approach for solving nonlinear 
problems has already been demonstrated by the successful application of a simplified and rela- 
tively crude FDC algorithm to nonlinear truss problems in structural optimization [‘?‘I. 

With this in mind, the greatest value of this study has been the degree of refinement of the 
method achieved with reference to its application to the more simple LP problem. In particular, 
great attention has been paid to the efficient computation of search directions, and the economic 
alternative strategies to deal with complications such as linear dependence of constraints. Having 
done this successfully, specifically with respect to the LP truss problems, these refinements may 
confidently be applied to the more general and more important nonlinear truss problems. Here, 
we may expect significant improvement in efficiency compared to that previously achieved, with 
the FDC method hopefully coming into its own. 
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